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What it’s all 
about
The environmental pressure 
on software has dramatically 
changed in few years.
In quality and quantity.
Mainly security concerns.



Pressure 
impact
How we automate.
How we plan, budget
I suggest to introduce a new 
term: Technical Inflation. 
Inflation differs from 
Technical Debt.
Software value decrease 
(even drops) over time 
without intervention.



We won’t 
address today
Infrastructure security
Explain SCA, SAST, 
DAST, IAST, …
Secure SDLC
Secrets Management
Governance
…



Hardware spec:
1 KB RAM

4 KB ROM

First computer Past employers Communities

Giulio Vian Principal DevOps Engineer

@giulio_vian
giuliovdev@hotmail.com
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DevOps & Security
Background Information

Image source: Reddit



What is DevOps?

Cartoon by ROELBOB



What is 
DevOps?
«The result of 
applying Lean 
principles to the 
technology value 
stream»

The DevOps Handbook, 
Gene Kim et al., 2016

The Three Ways: The Principles Underpinning DevOps

https://itrevolution.com/the-three-ways-principles-underpinning-devops/


Achievement 
unlocked!
Zero-bugs!
No known security 
issues in code!
No known security 
issues in infrastructure!

Guilio



…except…



High-level process

CVE

triggers

Security

instructs

Developer Teams

fix code

Release 
Management

deploy



Finding code

Which code matches production?
master main release/*
v* tags

Multiple production branches
release/* and hotfix/*

Untagged releases
SCA tools pipeline-bound

Rarely built code
Pipeline does not work anymore



Vulnerability 
may affect
Application stack

Container images
Virtual Machine images

Application itself
Application code
Libraries

Internal
3rd party

Self-contained run-time

Application

Run-time

OS

libraries

Docker
base
image

Self-
contained



Tools to
Identify 
Vulnerabilities
 Static Application 
Security Testing (SAST)
 Software Composition 
Analysis (SCA)
Commercial

Synopsys Black Duck,   Snyk, 
WhiteSource Bolt,   Sonatype Nexus 
Platform,   JFrog Xray

OSS
npm audit, OWASP Dependency 
Check, GitHub dependabot, Trivy

Application

Run-time

OS

libraries

v



Fixing code

Scan multiple repositories
Patch code
Regression test

Can be automated?



Trivial case
Mono-repo
Unified pipeline

Image: clutter by Ashton 



Everyone else
Many teams
Many repos
My company has 3,000 repos 
across 100 teams, storing over 
13 million lines of code, and 
using 2,800 pipelines

A single vulnerability 
may affect 10s teams and 
100s of repos

Image: The Crowd For DMB 1 by Moses 



Redeploy. 
Every. Day.
Simplest pattern
Once automated 
patching is in place
Zero-downtime deploy 
in place
Consider pipeline 
resources

Image: the gerbil wheel pose by dbgg1979



Setup a Code 
Metabase
Reverse indexes
Library → Binaries [SCA tool]
O.S. API → Binaries [SAST tool]
Binary → Pipelines [artifact store]
Pipeline→Repo(s) [pipeline tool]

Pipeline

Binaries

Production

Library

Repo



Expedite 
pipelines
Separation of Duties

Regulation / audit requirement
Slows 0-day patching

Tightly controlled usage
Automated checks 

Single commit with limited 
churn

Additional approvers for 
quick turnaround

Image courtesy of SpaceX



Breadth of change

Fix impacting many systems at once
Hundreds of concurrent pipelines

Can your build & deploy tool auto-scale?
Can your approval process scale?
How fast can you rebuild a substantial portion 
of IT systems?



Why should I care?

Image © Mediaset



Vulnerabilities over year

Source: mitre.org



Zero-days exploits are increasing

Source: Google



Dependencies

An average .NET project has 11 direct, and 76 
indirect dependencies [Source: Snyk]

Project == nuget.org package
The average application contains 118 open-
source libraries [Source: Contrast Security]

Application: Java/.NET/NodeJS



Open source dependency & 
vulnerability

Source: Sonatype



App Platform shift

Chrome 1 month patched after 14 days
Node.JS 30 months (LTS) patched every 25 days

6 months
Go 6 months patched every 26 days

Two major releases supported.
MongoDB 30 months patched every 5 weeks
.NET 3 years (LTS) patched every 6 weeks

18 months
Java 3 years (LTS) patched every

6 months 12 weeks



Base images
vmdk, VHD, VDI, OVA, …
AMI , VHD
Docker, OCI, ACI, …

Application

Run-time

OS

libraries

Base
image



Security SLA

Mean Time to Patch
Single component
Multiple components at once!
In Production



Consequences



Technical Debt
«describes the consequences 
of software development 
actions that intentionally or 
unintentionally prioritize 
client value and/or project 
constraints such as delivery 
deadlines, over more 
technical implementation 
and design considerations.»
Holvitie J., Licorish S.A., et al. - Technical 
debt and agile software development 
practices and processes – Information and 
Software Technology, iss. 96 (2018) p.142 Image by ThoBel-0043



Technical 
Inflation
Unintended reduction 
in value of a software 
product over time, 
independent of source 
code changes.
Depreciation does not 
capture two elements:

Unintentionality
Value can be restored

Image source: Max Pixel



1974
Continuing Change law
«A[n E-type] system 
must be continually 
adapted or it becomes 
progressively less 
satisfactory.»

Image source: WikiMedia



Restoring 
Value
At most two platform 
versions
Zero-(security-)issues policy
Expedite pipelines

Image by Marek Ślusarczyk



Act!

Cartoons by: ROELBOB



Change



Never forget about consequences

Image by Lionel Allorge
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